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0045242508846, 06964710502880045242508846, 0696471050288 This element does not belong to this page. Thanks, we're going to look into this. Top reviews Latest top reviews eBay item number:124341650392 Seller takes full responsibility for this list. Condition: Open field: Item in excellent, new state without wearing. The original
packaging may be missing from the original packaging or the protective packaging, but may not be in the original packaging, but it is not sealed. The item includes original accessories. An item can be a factory second. For full details and description, see the salesperson list. View all criteria definitions - Opens in a new window or tab ...
Read more about the condition Brand: Voltage: 12 In Type: Impact Key Power Source: Battery Battery Included: We have not detected some suspicious activity coming from your IP address and we have temporarily blocked it as a precaution. Please check the box to tell us that you are human (sorry, robots are not allowed). Home ›
Milwaukee 2557-20 M12 FUEL 3/8 Ratchet w/Compact Battery 2.0Ah &amp; Boot Description for 2557-20: Our M12™ FUEL™ 3/8 Ratchet is the first wireless agent that gives i moment i compact size for the metily pneumatic ratchets in the industry. This wireless ratchet has up to 55ft-lbs max torque and 200rpm is the ideal fixer solution
for automotive mechanics, repair techniques and maintenance workers that require maximum performance and convenient portability. The M12™-powered vehicle has a low profile head and wireless design that allows more access in tight spaces than competing units. With leading fuel™ technology, enhanced mechanism and cast-sail
investment housing, this filling ratchet can withstand the daily wear and tear of jobsit for years of reliable use. Milwaukee's wireless ratchet eliminated the continued maintenance of pneumatic ratchets and the scourge of air pipes in the store. M12™ FUEL™ Ratchet provides maximum portability and productivity for a professional user. Up
to 55ft-lbs Max Torque Torque Head profile for more access in tight spaces Greater endurance with FUEL Brushless Motor Pneumatic ratchet capacity with up to 55ft-lbs max torque Low head shape allows users more access in tight spaces Supply 200 rpm for increased productivity Leading industry FUEL™ technology, Amplified
mechanized mechanized i investment cast of frontal yoke apartment gives more durability to professional user Providing first troops Ratchet in industry, POWERSTATE™ engine without a four-pointer delivers up to 2x longer engine life REDLINK PLUS™ intelligence prevents damage to the tool and battery due overloading or overheating
REDLITHIUM™ batteries deliver more work per charge and more work over the life of the battery Variable speed metal trigger provides the ultimate control of the tool The LEDs™ batteries deliver more work per charge and more work over the life of the battery Variable speed metal trigger provides the ultimate control of the tool The
LEDs™ batteries deliver more work per charge and more work over the life of the battery Variable speed metal trigger provides the ultimate control of the tool The LEDs. illuminates the work area, while the on-board fuel meter displays the remaining operating time Ergonomic and compact solution at 11.8 and 2.8lb with battery (battery not
included) Part of the M12 system, It has over 80+ tools Description for 48-11-2420: The new Milwaukee 12-Volt Lithium-Iona Battery runs on the M12 Cordless Tool System i has 2.0-ampHours run-time. Milwaukee's M12 Redlithium 2.0 provides up to 2X more operating time, 20 Percent more power and 2X more charging than the
standard Lithium-Iona battery. Redlithium 2.0 also provides the best results in the classroom in extreme conditions on the site of work. With Milwaukee endurance built into each pack, the Redlithium 2.0 battery works colder and works in a climate below -18C/0F with a fade of free power. Compact - more than 50 per cent smaller vs. vs.
compacking, NiCd Battery Lithium-iona Battery Delivers Duration and Duration with Unshusmable Charging Battery Fuel Meter Shows The Charge State on the 2-amp Hour Instrument - 24 Watt Hours Battery Lightweight Over 65 percent Lighter Compact NiCd Battery For Use with Milwaukee M12 Wireless Tool Description for 49-16-
2557: MILWAUKEE M12 FUEL Protective Boot is for use with 3/8 and. Ratchet (2557-20). This ratchet boot provides a simple, durable solution to protect 3/8 v. ratchet tool and work surface. The durable rubber design will maintain the ideo-based materials that are usually found in maintenance environments. Not for use in live electrical
circuits or in the vicinity. Use on any other product may cause damage to the tool engine and may invalidate the tool warranty. Form-fittting, lightweight design protects the tool and work surface and at the same time adds minimal size or weight tool Flexible material makes it easy to install and remove durable own rubber, designed to
withstand the ductive materials that are usually found in maintenance environments Durable own rubber, designed to withstand the soybead materials normally found in maintenance environments, corresponding to M12 FUEL 3/8 in. Ratchet (2557-20) Includes: 49-16-2557 Rubber chiza only Description for 2557-20: Our M12™ FUEL™
3/8 Ratchet is the first wireless instrument that gives i a moment i compact size for the metily pneumatic ratchets in the industry. This wireless ratchet has up to 55ft-lbs max torque and 200rpm is the ideal fixer solution for automotive mechanics, repair techniques and maintenance workers that require maximum performance and
convenient portability. The M12™-powered vehicle has a low profile head and wireless design that allows more access in tight spaces than competing units. With leading fuel™ technology, enhanced mechanism and cast-sail investment housing, this filling ratchet can withstand the daily wear and tear of jobsit for years of reliable use.
Milwaukee eliminated the continued maintenance of pneumatic and harassment of air pipes in the trade. M12™ FUEL™ Ratchet provides maximum portability and productivity for a professional user. Up to 55ft-lbs Max Torque Torque Head profile for more access in tight spaces Greater endurance with FUEL Brushless Motor Pneumatic
ratchet capacity with up to 55ft-lbs max torque Low head shape allows users more access in tight spaces Supply 200 rpm for increased productivity Leading industry FUEL™ technology, Amplified mechanized mechanized i investment cast of frontal yoke apartment gives more durability to professional user Providing first troops Ratchet in
industry, POWERSTATE™ engine without a four-pack delivers up to 2x longer motor ing REDLINK PLUS™ intelligence of the stimology oškodu on the orud battery u consequence of overotermination and overhalation REDLITHIUM™ batteries deliver more work after charge and more battery life Vijabilno Metal otter speed provides
conical control of LED tool illuminates light light light light light light light light light , a fuel meter on the vehicle shows the remaining duration of the Ergonomic and compact solution at 11.8 i 2,8lbs with battery (battery does not turn on) M12 System, Which includes more than 80+ tools Description for 48-11-2420: The new Milwaukee 12-
Volt Lithium-Iona battery runs on the M12 Wireless Tool system and has 2.0-ampHours running time. Milwaukee's M12 Redlithium 2.0 provides up to 2X more operating time, 20 Percent more power and 2X more charging than the standard Lithium-Iona battery. Redlithium 2.0 also provides the best results in the classroom in extreme
conditions on the site of work. With Milwaukee endurance built into each pack, the Redlithium 2.0 battery works colder and works in a climate below -18C/0F with a fade of free power. Compact - more than 50 per cent smaller vs. vs. compacking, NiCd Battery Lithium-iona Battery Delivers Duration and Duration with Unshusmable
Charging Battery Fuel Meter Shows The Charge State on the 2-amp Hour Instrument - 24 Watt Hours Battery Lightweight Over 65 percent Lighter Compact NiCd Battery For Use with Milwaukee M12 Wireless Tool Description for 49-16-2557: MILWAUKEE M12 FUEL Protective Boot is for use with 3/8 and. Ratchet (2557-20). This ratchet
boot provides a simple, durable solution to protect 3/8 v. ratchet tool and work surface. The durable rubber design will maintain the ideo-based materials that are usually found in maintenance environments. Not for use in live electrical circuits or in the vicinity. Use on any other product may cause damage to the tool engine and may
invalidate the tool warranty. Form-fitting, lightweight design protects the tool and work surface, while adding minimal size or weight tool Flexible material makes it easy to install and remove durable own rubber, designed to withstand the ideo-based materials commonly found in maintenance environments Durable proprietary rubber to
withstand corrosive materials commonly found in maintenance environments Fits the M12 FUEL 3/8 in. ratchet (2557-20) Includes: 49-16-2557 Rubber boot only data-product-sku=copy-of-milwaukee-2557-20-m12-fuel-3-8-ratchet-w-compact-battery-2-0ah-boot&gt; Ver todas las imÃ¡genes de clientes Opiniones principales MÃ¡s recientes
Opiniones principales Traducir todas las opiniones al EspaÃ±ol Meilleures Ã©valuations Le plus rÃ©cent Meilleures Ã©valuations Traduire tous les commentaires en franÃ§ais Powerful 12-volt motor: Delivers up to 35 ft-lbs of torqueSuperior fastening speed: Produces 250 RPM, with variable-speed trigger for greater
controlREDLITHIUM™ Battery Technology: Superior pack construction, electronics, and performance deliver more work per charge and more work over pack life than any battery on the marketREDLINK™ Intelligence: Provides optimized performance and overload protection using total system communication between tool , baterija in
polnilnikNa tablični merilnik goriva: Vam pomaga spremljati polnjenje prav za manj časa pred delomZgrajevana LED svetloba: osvetli delovne površine na temnih lokacijah
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